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important " conclusion of the whole matter" : Greece
inherits something from the earlier civilization which no
society could discover for itself. The character of the Hero,
brave, generous, chivalrous by starts, sensitive and self-
centred, as portrayed in a dozen characters by Homer, gave
to Greece for ever a conception of the vividness and beauty
that human life can have; and Homer gave also those
humanized gods which thoughtful Greeks, with the best
will in the world, could never find truly worshipful. Hence
much of Greek philosophy. But it is hard to see how Greece
could have received the conception of the Hero save by the
existence, and not only the existence but the destruction,
of an earlier civilization, Without entering suddenly into
unfettered possession of a high material civilization, the
Achaian princes could not have achieved their " Homeric "
joy in life and pride in individual brilliance. But on the
other hand it was, humanly speaking, a foregone conclusion
that barbarian European chiefs thus suddenly emancipated,
perpetually tempted to seize other men's treasures by force,
and forced to defend their own, would develop a taste for
fighting that could only end in mutual destruction.
Such a continual state of war, and delight in war, could
scarcely arise in a state of primitive poverty, The object
of war is to take other men's property or land or to prevent
their taking yours ; but war caused merely by overcrowding
would have little of the exhilarating quality of an act of
successful piracy* Hence warlike peoples—as opposed to
men who will fight when pushed to it—are not a primitive
phenomenon, They are predatory on comparatively high
states of civilization, as camivora are on herbivorous animals,
A warlike society ultimately destroys itself j but—given the
poetic genius—something of value may be discovered in the
process. A warlike people may become remarkably free
from the taboos that hedge a peasant people roundl j and
in the Aegean the conflicting forces, between barbarian
hammer and Minoan anvil, struck out the fire of Homer,
The whole process might serve as an excellent example 0£

